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Urbanization alters surface, topography due to changes in land use, deforestation, 
construction of buildings, roads, bridges and other developmental activities. These 
environmental issues are of vital importance for human life on Earth. There are 
several techniques available on elevation analysis, but this study used Carto DEM of 
2011 for the extraction of contours and Stream orders for the latest period. The 
Contours and Streams have been digitized from Toposheets for extracting DEM for 
the former year 1978.The output from this method was essential to determine the 
higher magnification. Some sample points were taken randomly to identify the 
elevation changes from 1978 to 2011, and field visit has been carried out to know the 
reasons for elevation changes and waterbodies shrinkage and disappearance. This has 
been evaluated by visual interpretation, analysis as well as by using other parameters. 
The output from this method was essential to determine the higher magnification. 
The main objective dealt with here, is to identify the urban impact on changing 
elevation and its impact on Waterbodies shrinkage and disappearance in Mysore 
Srirangapatana region Karanataka, India. The rapid urban growth in the region caused 
series of changes to the elevation, slope and aspect and resulted water degradation, 
disappearance, shrinkage and other environmental and ecological issues. 
 
2.Introduction:  The urban growth and expansion has a greater significance impact on 
environment. Therefore, has been initiated to understand the changing characteristics 
of surface elevation and its impact on waterbodies. Streams are the most important 
part of the natural ecosystem. It is with the availability of water that most of the 
natural vegetation flourishes creating healthy environments resulting in the regulation 
of temperature and humidity of any region. In view of the waterbodies occupying 
central over the environment it was considered as the most important issue to be 
highlighted in the context of urban studies. 
The main objective focussed, in this paper, is to identify the urban impact on changing 
elevation and its impact on shrinkage and disappearance of Waterbodies. The rapid 
urban growth in the region caused series of changes to the elevation, slope and aspect 
and resulting in the, disappearance, shrinkage of waterbodies as well as other 
ecological crisis. 
3.Location of the study area  

Mysore city was the capital of the former princely state of Mysore. Mysore city being 
the headquarters of Mysore district is situated in the southern most direction of 
Karnataka State and it is located in the south-western direction from Bangalore at a 
distance of 139 Kms and is well connected by rail and road. It covers an area of 
128.42 Sq. Km. having City Municipal Corporation since 1977. The population of 
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Mysore is 12, 92883 whereas the city population is 9.83 lakhs. As per Census 2011, 
Mysore is an Urban Agglomeration coming under category of Class I 
UAs/Towns. Mysore city is governed by Municipal Corporation and is situated in 
Mysore Urban Region. The district is bounded by north latitudes 11º45' – 12º40' and 
east longitudes 75º59' -77º05' covering an area of 6269 Sq. km. It is the second single 
largest city in Karnataka and also it is the second cleanest city in India as per 2010 
survey.  
Srirangapatna is a town in Mandya district of Karnataka. Located near the city 
of Mysore, with a distance of 15km and it is of religious, cultural and historic 
importance. Srirangapatna is located at 120 41’North 76 o7’East Longitudes. It has an 
average elevation of 679 meters (2227 feet) with a population of 1, 80,006 as per 
2011 census. This town has greater impact on its growth as the Mysore city grew. The 
impact of Mysore on Srirangapatana is pertinent rather than Mandya even though it 
comes under to Mandya district administrative jurisdiction. Few villages located 
adjacent to Mysore city boundary has been notified by MUDA for future plan of 
greater Mysore. The region consists of one city (Mysore) and other town 
(Srirangapatna), with an area of 843.841 km2.The figure 1 shows the Study area 
location of Mysore Srirnagapatna region where the region is delineated based on the 
urban spatial extent from the CBD of Mysore with a buffer of 16km, and also the 
region includes major portion of Mysore and Sriranagapatna taluk. 
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Figure 1. The Study Area: Mysore-Sriragapatna Region 

4.Methodology: 
 

1. For the Terrain analysis, DEM data were obtained for two periods between 
1978 and 2011. The former data were obtained from the Toposheets and the 
later from Satellite image. 

2. Topographic Maps: The survey of India Toposheets Number 57 D/11 of scale 
1:50,000 with contour interval 20 m have been used.  
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3. Cartosat 1: Digital Elevation Model (2005 to 2014) is a National DEM 
developed by ISRO with spatial resolution is 2.5m on the horizontal plane 
(Downloaded from Bhuvan website). 

4. For the Waterbody Disappearance and shrinkages streams and waterbodies 
have been digitized from 1978 Toposheet and stream network was extracted 
from 2011 Carto DEM. 

4.1 Data Preparation: In order to determine the changes in elevation, two-time 
period data was compared with respect to elevation, slope and aspect. These three 
factors are very important to understand the changing elevation of streams, missing 
networks in the streams, and also to determine the Shrinkage and disappearance of 
waterbodies as result of changing elevation.  
Before data was obtained using Toposheet 1:50,000 scale of 1978, all the contours 
with 20-meter interval was digitized. Similarly, the after data was prepared with the 
help of Cartosat DEM 2011 with 2.5-meter resolution. The elevation, slope aspect 
was prepared and compared for both the periods. 
Streams and Waterbodies have been digitized from the Toposheet of 1978, and for 
2011 water bodies are digitized from satellite images, then stream and stream orders 
are extracted by following the process of Fill- Flow Direction –Flow Accumulation-  
of Hydrological tool in ArcGIS10.5. 
5.Elevations: Figure 2 shows the elevation change generated from using the 
Toposheets of 1978 and Cartosat 1 2011 image data. Table 2, shows that the elevation 
ranged from 675.33 m to 1025.39 m and that the mean height of the study area was 
751.84 m, with a standard deviation of 25.74 m. Whereas in the case of 2011 Carto 
DEM, the elevation ranged from 675.79 m to 1026.80 m, the mean height was 755.52 
m. with a standard deviation of 25.66 m. Chamumdibetta recorded the maximum 
elevation in both periods and the minimum was recorded on the southwest of K. 
Shetahalli. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scholar’s Computation 

Table 1. Variations in Elevation (meters) 1978 to 2011 

Category Topographical Sheet Carto DEM 

Max 1025.39  1026.80  

Min 675.33  675.79  

Mean 751.84  755.52  

STD 25.74  25.66  
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Figure2: Elevation Change Detection 

To identify the elevation changes in the study areas, two Digital Elevation Models 
were used and elevation values of sample points were extracted from elevation maps 
of 1978 DEM and 2011 DEM. Differences in these two elevation maps of different 
time periods were compared and the same was represented in Table 2. give complete 
information why there has been a change in elevation, After the field visit and 
interviewing the respondents, it has been concluded that due to recent construction in 
the area and silt deposition in lake bed, there has been an increase in elevation. 
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Figure3: Sample Location Points 
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Table 2:  Differences in Elevations between 1978 Toposheet and 2011 Carto DEM and their land use 
change 

Sl 
No Toposheet 

Carto 
DEM Difference 

Previous 
1978 Existing 2011 Location 

1 810.179 813.74 3.56 Barren land Built Up 
North East Direction of 

Belavadi 

2 782.88 785.56 2.68 Barren land Built Up East of Hutagalli 

3 756.686 761.65 4.96 Barren land Built Up South East of Hebbalu 

4 726.419 729.40 2.98 Barren land Built Up West of Belvatha 

5 744.767 747.96 3.2 Barren land Built Up South of Shydanahalli 

6 772.023 776.14 4.12 Barren land Built Up South East of Iranagere 

7 780.477 782.71 2.24 Barren land Built Up West of Basavanahalli 

8 759.998 763.14 3.15 Barren land Built Up 
North West of 
Vijayasripura 

9 772.279 774.99 2.72 Barren land Built Up 
North East of 
Basavanahalli 

10 745.581 751.01 5.51 Barren land Built Up North of Mysore 

11 740.49 745.68 5.19 Barren land Built Up North East of Sathagalli 

12 739.369 744.40 5.03 Barren land Built Up 
North East of 

Maragowdanahalli 

13 724.979 729.47 4.49 Barren land Built Up North of Iranagere 

14 740.322 742.95 2.63 Barren land Built Up West of Devanur 

15 744.202 749.21 5.01 Barren land Built Up North West of hanchya 

16 746.163 750.29 4.13 Barren land Built Up East of Kergalli 

17 746.136 750.68 4.54 Barren land Built Up East of Lalithadripura 

18 760.341 762.15 1.81 Barren land Built Up North of Kergalli 

19 745 749.4 4.4 Barren land Built Up South of Bhogadi 

20 759.7 760.79 1.09 Barren land Built Up Middle of Kurubarahalli 

21 769.418 775.21 -5.20 Barren land Built Up South of Hebbalu 

22 778.095 774.40 -3.68 Barren land Built Up North East of Huttagalli 

23 727.781 727.43 -0.34 Barren land Built Up East of Metagalli 

24 753.095 749.63 -3.46 Barren land Built Up North West of Hebalu 

25 759.267 753.74 -5.50 Barren land Built Up 
South East of 

Kyathamaranahalli 
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26 755.841 750.37 -5.46 Barren land Built Up 
North of 

Kyathamaranahalli 

27 751.898 749.54 -2.35 Barren land Built Up North of Lalithadripura 

28 777.33 775.12 -2.20 Barren land Built Up West of Bhogadi 

29 728.985 725.09 -3.89 Barren land Built Up West of Kuppaluru 

30 730.999 726.2 -4.79 Barren land Built Up South of Dattagalli 

31 694.448 699.22 4.78 Barren land Built Up Hebbadi 

32 770 774.63 4.63 Vegetation Built Up North of Kukarahalli 

33 760.961 766.80 5.84 Vegetation Built Up South of Iranagere 

34 769.263 785.20 6.93 Vegetation Built Up North West of Mysore 

35 744.898 748.72 3.82 Vegetation Built Up Central part of Iranagere 

36 780.726 783.71 2.98 Vegetation Built Up South East of Huttagalli 

37 724.964 724.97 0.01 Vegetation Built Up South of Mysore rural 

38 744 746.22 2.22 Vegetation Built Up South of Kukkarahalli 

39 736.1 740.17 4.07 Vegetation Built Up South East of Mysore 

40 746.16 750.57 4.41 Vegetation Built Up East of Bhogadi 

41 753.91 750.37 -3.53 Vegetation Built Up East of Hebbalu 

42 778.38 775.02 -3.36 Vegetation Built Up East of Koorgalli 

43 753.99 750.86 -3.12 Vegetation Built Up North East of Hebbalu 

44 780.00 775.19 -4.81 Vegetation Built Up South East of Hinkal 

45 735.18 731.59 -3.59 Vegetation Built Up North of Srirampura 

46 755.00 752.23 -2.76 Vegetation Built Up South of Alanahalli 

47 694.98 700 5.01 Vegetation Built Up Doddakanahalli 

48 680 682.39 2.39 Vegetation Built Up 
Central part of 
Srirangapatna 

49 680 686.79 6.79 Vegetation Built Up 
North West of 
Srirangapatna 

50 740 750 10 Vegetation Built Up Aralakuppe 

51 680 685.16 5.19 Vegetation Built Up Kirangur 

52 720 725 5 Vegetation Built Up Udburu 
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53 753.19 750 -3.19 Vegetation Built Up Danagalli 

54 720 725 5 Vegetation Built Up Varuna 

55 1020 1025 5 Vegetation Built Up Chamundi hill 

56 705.23 700 -5.23 Vegetation Barren land Belagola 

57 687 690.72 3.72 Vegetation Vegetation  Taripura 

58 695.97 699.07 3.1 Vegetation Vegetation  Bommur Agrahara 

59 785.42 790.21 5.79 Vegetation Vegetation  Anagalli 

60 695 700 5 Vegetation Vegetation  Ayarahalli 

61 760 755.51 -4.487 Waterbodies Vegetation  Ananduru 

62 680 675 -5 Waterbodies Barren land 
North East of 
Srirangapatna 

63 800 800 0 Vegetation No change Nagawala 

64 820 820 0 Vegetation No change Harohalli 

65 800 800 0 Vegetation No change Doddamaragowdanahalli 

66 725 725 0 Vegetation No change Jayapura 

67 700 700 0 Vegetation No change Dadadahalli 

Source: Field Verification using Google Earth and Field Observation  

The impact of urbanization is very much noticed especially in changes in elevation.  
The points where the maximum change was detected (Figure 3 and Table 2) are 
within 10 km distance and in and around the CBD of Mysore. The only reason for the 
change is expansion of Built up as a result of urbanization. Out of 190 settlements, the 
change was detected for 67 sample location points (Table 2) out of which 42 sample 
points are recorded as gained height and in 20 points there is a loss in height and 5 
sample points identified as no change in elevation. From the field visits and by 
enquiring with the local people and the authorities, the reason identified either for the 
reduction or increase in the elevation was due to the conversion of vegetative land and 
Barren Land to Built-up areas.  

5.1 Barren land to Build up: Table 2 shows there were 31 sample locations which 
have changed their elevation due to conversion of Barren land to Built up only. 
Among that most of the location points identified for increased in elevation. The table 
2 shows the maximum gain in elevation is observed in North of Mysore (5.51 meters) 
and South East of Hebbalu (4.96 meters) followed by Hebbadi (4.78 meters) and the 
minimum gain in elevation is noticed in Middle of Krurbarahalli (1.09 meters) The 
maximum reduction in elevation is identified in South East of Kythamarnahalli (-5.51 
meters) and the least reduction in elevation was identified in East of Metagalli (0.34 
meters ).The main reason for the increase in elevation will be the land filling for the 
building construction and also due to upcoming of industrial areas. The excavation of 
Barren land and the recent construction activity were responsible for reduction in 
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elevation. Under this category most of the sample locations which gained elevation 
can be identified in and around Mysore urban. Therefore, maximum changes in 
elevation identified more in Mysore. 

5.2 Vegetation to Build up: There are 24 sample locations falls under this category 
where the changes in elevation happened due to conversion of vegetative cover to 
Built up area. Here also we can see the maximum changes identified with increase in 
elevation. Table 2 shows that large amount of loss in Vegetation can be identified in 
North west of Mysore (6.93 meters) and Sriranagapatna (6.79 meters) where the 
changes in elevation was identified due to conversion of Vegetation in to Built up 
area. This clearly indicates rapid urbanization in the Mysore Sriranagapatna region 
which alters the elevation. The minimum level of increase in elevation identified in 
South Mysore rural (0.01 meters). Whereas the maximum reduction under this 
category was identified in South East of Hinkal (-4.81 meters) and the minimum 
reduction identified in South Alanahalli (-2.76 meters). 

5.3 Vegetation to Barren land: Belagola is the only sample location shows the 
change in elevation due to conversion of Vegetation to Barren land, where the 
changes in elevation is identified with reduction in elevation of (-5.23 meters). 
Excavation of Vegetation to Barren land mainly due constructional activities for 
industries probably the reason for the reduction in elevation in this area. 

5.4 Vegetation to Vegetation: There were 5 sample location falls under this category 
(Table 2). The maximum change in elevation with increasing height identified in 4 
sample locations, in which maximum gain in elevation noticed in Anagalli with 5.79 
(meters) and the minimum gain in elevation identified in Bommur Agrahara (3.01 
meters). The maximum reduction in elevation is observed in Ananduru with (-4.48 
meters). The urban expansion of Mysore Srirranagapatna region is main reason for 
this conversion of Vegetation to Vegetation with variation in elevation. Therefore, the 
expansion of urban centers influences the elevation of nearby settlements. 

There were 5 sample locations which shows no change in elevation during this period. 
The sample points which are away from the urban areas remain unchanged and few 
locations are affected less. But the sample locations which are very close to urban 
centers are greatly affected with elevation changes. 

The above land with increased elevation was probably the main reason for water not 
flowing in to the streams and other reasons were the conversion of Barren land into 
new layouts, construction of new Buildings, roads along with the improper 
management of lakes. To ascertain the Urban expansion in the study area Urban 
expansion of MSR was identified and they were extracted Using Google Earth for 
1991 and 2011. 
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6.Elevation change due to Urban Expansion: By observing the sample location 
points it was identified that maximum change in elevation was observed due to Built 
up expansion. So Urban expansion is one of the major root cause for the changes in 

elevation. So it is very essential to know about the urban expansion of Mysore 
Srirangaptana region. Figure 3 and Table 3 shows that Mysore Built up area was 21.3 
sq.km in 1991 and increased to 129.66 sq.km2011.Srirangaptana Built up area also 
gradually increased from 0.39 km2 to 2.16 km2. 

Figure4: Urban Expansion (1991-2011) 

Table 3 Urban Expansion (1991-2011) 

Urban Centers  Built up in 1991 

Area in Sq.Km 

Built up in 2011 

Area in Sq.Km 

Mysore 21.3  129.66 

Srirangapatna  0.39 2.16  

Source: Results from Image processing  

6.1 Mysore Urban: The expansion of Mysore city has caused a major problem in 
elevation and also for the Waterbody disappearance and shrinkage. Elevations have 
been affected due to the upcoming urban infrastructures like roads, buildings, 
concrete areas. Since last 20 years, Mysore has drastically urbanized (Figure 4) with 
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the expansion of 1 Built up 29. 66 q.km by 2011 from 21.3 sq km in 1991. Number of 
hospitals, education institutions large buildings and apartments have spring up on 
Barren land, and other open spaces. New layouts have been constantly expanding in 
and around Mysore urban which has resulted in the drastic increase of Built up 
expansion by 2011.  This is the reason why maximum elevation changes have 
happened in Mysore urban agglomeration. 

6.2 Srirangapatna Urban: It is a small island town located in Mandya district, as far 
as distance is concern this island town is situated very near to Mysore. Most of the 
villages in Sriranagapatna taluk was under the consideration of MUDA for the Great 
Mysore Plan. But still the rate of urban growth was comparatively low in this urban 
town.  Table 3 and Figure 4 shows in   1991 the total Built up area was 0.39 sq.km 
only and have increased to 2.16 Sq km by 2011.All though the urban growth was less, 
yet changes in elevation was observed in Sriranagpatna. The inflow of water from 
nearby streams to Cauvery also has reduced due to the development of residential 
plots, small scale industries, expansion of buildings. This region somehow preserved 
Agricultural land without much changes, and still Srirangapatna is known for its 
Agricultural concentration. All the reasons cited above have invariably affected 
elevation of land. Most of the Barren lands and Vegetation have been converted to 
new layouts and apartments and to other urban infrastructures. 

7.Change in Slope: The Slope tool calculates the highest rate of change in value from 
that cell to its neighbour cell. Initially the maximum change in elevation over the 
distance between the cell and its eight neighbouring cells has been identified as the 
steepest downhill descent from the cell. Conceptually, the tool fits a plane to the z-
values of a 3x3 cell neighbourhood around processing or the centre cell. The slope 
value of this plane is calculated using the average maximum technique. The direction 
the plane faces is the aspect for the processing cell. Hence the lower the slope value, 
the flatter the terrain and similarly, the higher the slope, the steeper the terrain. If there 
is cell location in the neighbourhood with a No Data z-value of the centre cell is 
assigned to the location. At the raster edge, at least three cells (outside the raster 
extent) contain No Data as their z values.  

The table 4 is derived from the slope maps of 1978 and 2011 (figure 5) The minimum 
slope is same in both slope maps and the maximum slope varies from 28.46 º to 29.43 
º respectively. Mean of the slope area also varies from 1978 to 2011 20.93 º to 18.36 º 
respectively. The mean value of slope was 1.05° in 1978 and 1.02° in 2011.  Only 
0.17 º of deviation is identified from 1978 to 2011. When the study has compared to 
1978 and 2011 slope map was found that Chamundi hill. The main reason probably 
behind slope changes in Chamundi hill will be the encroachment of buildings and also 
due to upcoming of other urban infrastructures which have altered the slope of the 
region. The maximum angle of the slope was recorded in Chamundi Hills in both the 
periods. The minimum slope angle was recorded in K. Shetahalli. 

Table.4 Variations in Slopes -1978-2011 

Category Topographical Sheet Cartosat DEM 

Min 0° 0° 

Max 20.93° 18.36° 

Mean 1.05° 1.02° 
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STD 1.17° 1.00° 

Source: Scholar’s Computation 

 

Figure 5: Slope Change from 1978 -2011 

 

 

8.Direction of Changes in slope (Aspect): 

Aspect identifies the maximum rate of change in value along the down slope direction 
of each cell to its neighbours derived from a raster surface. Aspect can also be defined 
as the direction of slope. Table 5 is derived from Figure 6 shows slope direction 
(aspect) technique, from 1978 and 2011 DEM. Not much of a change has been 
identified in the flat area, it was just 0.28 km2, but a lot of change in the direction can 
be observed in other categories. The flat surface has a minimum slope direction was 
identified as -1 in both 1978 and 2011. In 1978 (Figure 6) most of the flat area was 
identified in around the Waterbodies, mainly near the Cauvery river basin and all 
other small tanks. The flat area is shown in Grey colour where the aspect value is -1, 
the Red colour area drain towards North (0.22.5º), Orange coloured area drain 
towards North east (22.5-67.5 º), East draining area are shown in yellow colour (67.5 
-112 .5º), South east draining area are shown in green colour (112.5 -157.5 º), South 
drained areas are shown in Cyan colour (157.5 -202.5 º), light Blue colour areas are 
drained towards South west (202.5-247.5 º), Royal blue colour area drain towards 
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west (247.5 º-292.5 º) North west drained areas are shown in Magenta colour (292.5-

337.5 º) and the North drained areas are shown in Red colour (337.5360º) 

Figure 6. Slope Direction Change from 1978 -2011 

Table 5 Changes in Slope Direction (ASPECT) 1978 to 2011 

Direction Toposheet Area (Sq. Km) Cartosat Area (Sq. Km) Change 

Flat 0.507444 0.790405 0.28 

North 6.944813 6.138373 -0.81 

North East 15.893935 15.795841 -0.10 

East 18.613192 18.26232 -0.35 

South East 14.740396 15.357251 0.62 
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Table 5 shows positive change can be detected towards South and negative towards 
North East and West. The widening of road, new city development plan between 
Mysore and Nanjungud, is the reason for the aspect of positive change. The aspect of 
positive change in south direction is more and the difference between two periods was 
1.61 km2 as shown in the map by light blue colour and 0. 62 km2 towards southeast 
and 0.38 km2 towards southwest. The aspect of change in the direction was decreased 
towards North (-0.18), East (-0.35), Northeast (-0.10), and West (-1.94).  The decrease 
in the aspect towards the North, West and Northwest was due to the conversion gauge 
from Mysore to Bangalore. Much of the area depicted in red colour aspect towards 
west is attributed to the industrialization. Hebbalu, Hutagalli, and Belavadi Industrial 
hubs are located in the West direction and the transformation of thousands of hectares 
of Barren land into residential layouts by the Karnataka Housing Board. (KHB) near 
Elwala. 

9.Slope Direction and Stream Disappearance: The figure 7 shows the slope 
direction overlaid with the stream. For the comparison Streams and Waterbodies have 
been digitized from Toposheet of 1978 and the same are extracted from Carto DEM 
for 2011. From Carto DEM streams and stream orders have been extracted by using 
Hydrological tool in ArcGIS 10.5. In this map it is easy to identify the changes in 
stream disappearance and shrinkage as a result of changes in slope direction. Most of 
the first order streams have been disappeared due to change in slope direction, and 
this may probably due to the new construction of roads, buildings and other urban 
infrastructures especially in andaround the surroundings of Mysore and 
Srirangapatana urban area. Mysore- Bangalore Highway is also the main influencing 
factor on changing slope direction. 

South   12.451239 14.086755 1.64 

South West 12.149414 12.527639 0.38 

West 12.548389 10.604445 -1.94 

North West 9.715947 10.454476 0.74 

North 5.794104 5.341366 -0.45 
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Figure 7: Slope Direction and Streams 

10.Slope Direction and Shrinkage of Waterbodies: The figure 8 shows the slope 
aspect along with Waterbodies. In 1978, small tanks were well connected with 
streams and slope direction was also supporting the streams to have a steady flow of 
water to the tanks, where as in the case of 2011 near Mysore urban area, slope 
direction had changed, that is the water flowing to the tanks have stopped, where 
water might have escaped to some other places. Also the rapid expansion of Mysore 
and Srirangapatna urban area also contributed to the shrinkage Waterbodies like 
Kukkarahalli, Karanjikere and other Waterbodies of smallersize tanks inthe study 
area, the Cauvery river which is in North also affected due to urban expansion. 
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Figure8: Slope Direction and Waterbodies 

11.Temporal Changes in Elevation: To know the temporal changes to elevation, the 
Cut and Fill tool has been used. It calculates the volume change between two surfaces, 
and is typically used for the Cut and Fill operations. A cut and fill operation is a 
procedure in which the elevation of surface is modified by the removal or addition of 
surface material. The Cut and Fill tool, also summarizes the areas and volume of 
change. By taking surfaces of a given location at two different time periods, it 
identifies regions of surface material removed, surface material addition, and area 
where the surface has remained unchanged as well. Hence with this tool we can 

• Identify the regions of sediment erosion and deposition in a river Valley. 
• Calculate the volumes and area of surface material to be removed and areas to 

be filled to level a site for building construction. 
• Identify areas that become frequently inundated with surface material during a 

mudslide and locate safe areas of stable land for building stones. 
 

Elevation change detection as shown in Table.6 and represented in Figure 9 
was carried out using cut and fill tool in GIS, Table.6 shows that for a total area of 
760.8 km2 through which it was found that 173.27 km2 area’s elevation was 
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decreased, which is concentrated mostly on the West and Northwest of the study area 
while 587.53km2 area’s elevation was increased and mostly distributed evenly. 

The resulting elevation changes is shown in figure 9.and 10 and table.6 Cut and Fill is 
Net gain, Net Loss and unchanged areas in terms of elevation. About 80 percent of the 
land fall in Net gain category is shown in the map in green colour. Recent 
construction of houses, roads and conversion of Barren land in to new layouts and 
apartments are the main causes for these changes. About 587.53 sq.km of area falls in 
Net gain class. Soil erosion near the streams and tanks play a major role in this. 83.87 
sq.km area remain unchanged identified in the study area which is Agricultural and 
Barren land. Most of the 1 (First)and II (Second) order streams came in to Net gain 
elevation areas, it has become a very big issue for feeding waters to the tanks, as 
system collapse has occurred. Even though some of the streams got effected 
maximum in Mysore urban interior where we can see Net loss area is more compared 
to Net gain. This resulted in stream diversion and disappearance and shrinkage of 
waterbodies in MSR. The main reason probably due to excavation of elevated 
Vegetative cover to Built up and also due to Industries. The highest number of 
reduction was identified in Hinkal, Hebbalu, Koorgalli, Alanahalli where industrial 
area is more. 
 

 

Figure 9: Elevation Change Detection with Waterbodies Disappearance 1978-2011 
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12.Stream and Waterbodies affected by Urban Expansion: 
source of water to feed both tanks and high order streams, Cauvery river in the study 
area extent is a seasonal river and only during the rainy season it flows from one tank 
to another, filling them one after another. But due to the continuous urban expansion 
in Mysore and Srirangapat
connectivity in MSR. Waterbodies in the region also shrinked due to dryness and also 
because of the encroachment of Built up expansion.

The Strahler stream order method of analysis was emplo
in the study area. The total number of streams (Table 7) decreased from 957 to 880 
during two decades. The total number of 955 streams in 1978 had 733 I order streams, 
185 II order streams, 32 III order streams, 4 IV order str
VI order streams. Whereas in the case of 2011 with 880 streams I order streams are 
666, 175 II order streams, 32 III order streams, 4 IV order streams, 2 V order streams, 
and 1 VI order streams. When compared with 1978 and 201
streams were affected among which 62 streams have disappeared and 7 streams lost 
its connectivity which belongs to first order, and the 6 streams of second order have 
vanished and 2 streams lost their continuation. Third, fourth, fi
remain unchanged throughout the period.
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connectivity in MSR. Waterbodies in the region also shrinked due to dryness and also 
because of the encroachment of Built up expansion. 

The Strahler stream order method of analysis was employed to classify stream orders 
in the study area. The total number of streams (Table 7) decreased from 957 to 880 
during two decades. The total number of 955 streams in 1978 had 733 I order streams, 
185 II order streams, 32 III order streams, 4 IV order streams 2 V order streams, and 1 
VI order streams. Whereas in the case of 2011 with 880 streams I order streams are 
666, 175 II order streams, 32 III order streams, 4 IV order streams, 2 V order streams, 
and 1 VI order streams. When compared with 1978 and 2011, a total number of 77 
streams were affected among which 62 streams have disappeared and 7 streams lost 
its connectivity which belongs to first order, and the 6 streams of second order have 
vanished and 2 streams lost their continuation. Third, fourth, fi
remain unchanged throughout the period. The figure 11 shows affected streams with 
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Elevation Change Detection (Topographical 
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urban expansion. and we can identify that with the expansion of Built up, in the 
interior of the region, most of the streams got disappeared and lost its connectivity. 
Whereas the streams which were in the outskirts of the urban are affected less. The 
main reason was due to the continues urban expansion of Mysore, that affects the 
stream diversion. Where as in Srirangapatana the impact was very low and the 
streams are not affected much. Most of the streams are affected in Mysore urban area 
only within 10 km and where most of the area is occupied by Built up. This study on 
stream orders conveys there will be future threat to all the stream orders in coming 
years due to urban expansion and that process is still continuing. 

Source: Image processing and mapping of streams in the study area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table. 7 Stream Orders and Disappearance  

Sl 
No Stream order 

No. of 
Streams 
in 1978 

No. of 
Streams in 

2011 
Disappeared 
Streams 

Connectivity 
lost 

1 I Order Streams 
733 666 62 6 

2 II Order Streams 
185 175 7 2 

3 
III Order 
Streams 

32 32 0 0 

4 
IV Order 
Streams 

4 4 0 0 

5 
V Order  
Streams 

2 2   

6 
VI Order 
Streams 

1 1   

5 
Total No. of 
Streams 

955 880 77 
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Figure 11. Affected Streams with Urban expansion. 
 

13.Impact of Urbanization on Waterbodies shrinkage and Disappearance.:  The 
Figure 12 shows that, affected Waterbodies with urban expansion. There were 71 
tanks in 1978 and three Water Bodies had disappeared by 2011 and thus the number 
of tanks that existed since 2011 were reduced to 68. Most of the Water Bodies in the 
two periods were not affected much but area of the water bodies shrunk more as 
encroachments and conversions affected their areal extent. They are Dodakere, Tank 
in Hinkal and Tank in Hanchya which were very close to the CBD of Mysore had 
already disappeared. The first two lakes were converted into playgrounds. 
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Figure 5.12 Affected Waterbodies with Urban expansion. 

 

Table 8. List of Affected Waterbodies with Urban Expansion 1978-2011 

Sl 
No 

Name of Village 
1978 
Area 
Ha 

2011 Area 
Ha 

Changes in 
LULC of 
affected Water 
Bodies  

Changes 
Changes in 

% 

1 Hinkal 1 2.16 1.58  Built up 0.57 26.62 

2 Hinkal 2 
0.46 Disappeared 

 Built up 
(Disappeared) Disappeared Disappeared 

3 Bhogadi 6.41 6.23 Vegetation  0.18 2.83 
4 Kukkarahalli, Mysore 50.87 43.21 Built up 7.65 15.04 
5 Devanur Kere 4.42 3.31 Vegetation 1.10 25.01 

6 
Kythamaranahalli 
Mysore 2.47 2.43 

Built up 0.05 1.83 

7 Chamundibetta Devi 1.04 0.86 Vegetation 0.18 17.67 
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kere 

8 Karanjikere Mysore 25.07 19.51 Built up 5.56 22.17 
9 Dodakere Dry 39.70 Disappeared Disappeared Disappeared Disappeared 
10 Gobi tank 2.05 2.05 No Change 0.00 0.00 
11 Koorgalli 1 1.95 1.95 No Change 0.00 0.00 
12 Koorgalli 2 0.45 0.33 Vegetation 0.12 27.44 

13 Hebbalu 1 
8.39 7.69 

Vegetation and 
Built up 

0.70 8.32 

14 Hebbalu 2 2.74 1.57 Vegetation 1.17 42.65 

15 Basavanahalli 1 
1.18 0.82 

Vegetation and 
Built up 

0.36 30.47 

16 Nagarthahalli 9.28 9.28 Vegetation 0.00 0.00 
17 Ballahalli 50.62 43.22 Vegetation 7.40 14.62 
18 Basavannanagudihundi 11.89 4.90 Vegetation 6.99 58.77 
19 Ganigarahundi 2.90 2.33 Vegetation 0.58 19.88 
20 Jettihundi 6.40 5.25 Vegetation 1.15 17.99 
21 K. Hemmanahalli 1.14 0.94 Vegetation 0.20 17.81 

22 
Devayyanahundi 67.28 28.68 

Vegetation and 
Built up 

38.60 57.37 

23 Kergalli 2.91 1.37 Vegetation 1.53 52.73 
24 Ajjanahundi 4.68 1.93 Vegetation 2.75 58.73 
25 Dasana Koppalu 1.27 1.10 Built up 0.18 13.98 
26 Basavanahalli 2 4.01 3.43 Built up 0.58 14.40 
27 Belavadi 1.27 1.23 Vegetation 0.05 3.86 
28 Kamkarehundi 5.80 4.99 Vegetation 0.81 13.95 
29 Kesera 1.16 0.99 Vegetation 0.17 14.73 
30 Rammanahalli 0.60 0.60 No Change 0.00 0.00 

31 Hanchya 1 
1.15 Disappeared 

Vegetation 
(Disappeared) Disappeared Disappeared 

32 Hanchya 2 4.61 3.26 Vegetation 1.35 29.30 
33 Tavarekatte 1.12 0.95 Vegetation 0.17 15.33 

34 
Naranahalli 0.47 0.40 

Vegetation and 
Built up 

0.07 14.43 

35 Sarakariuthanahalli 1.22 0.95 Built up 0.27 22.12 
36 Uttanahalli 3.94 2.85 Vegetation 1.08 27.51 
37 Bandipalaya 0.65 0.65 No Change 0.00 0.00 
38 Dalavayi Kere 53.82 45.12 Vegetation 8.70 16.16 
39 Mandakalli 8.95 8.95 No Change 0.00 0.00 
40 Kalalavadi 9.70 8.91 Vegetation 0.79 8.14 
41 Cauvery river 4089.08 4089.08 No Change 0.00 0.00 
42 Megalapura 1.24 1.11 Vegetation 0.12 10.02 
43 Mydanahalli 7.99 7.43 Vegetation 0.56 6.98 
44 Elwala 4.18 2.42 Vegetation 1.76 42.14 
45 Nagawala 8.38 8.38 No Change 0.00 0.00 
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Source: Topographical sheets and image processing 1978 and 2011 

In 1978, the total area of the 71 tanks was 4,892.74 ha but it had decreased to 4704.79 
ha in 2005, as seen in table 8. In figure 12 Most Water Bodies were affected mainly 
inside Mysore urban because of expansion of Built up land. Major portion of the 
Waterbodies are concentrated towards south of Mysore Srirangapatna region and 
large amount of aerial shrinkage is identified within this region only.The largest areal 
change in Water Bodies occurred in Varakodu village, which accounted for 73.27 % 
of areal change in water bodies followed by Basavannanagudihundi accounting for 
58.77 % and Ayyajayyanahundi followed by 58.73%. And the least areal change of 
1.82 % in Water Bodies occurred in Kythamaranahalli. Kukkarahalli, (15.04%), 
Karanjilake (22.17%), Devanur (25.01%), Bhogadi (2.83%), Hinkal (26.62%) 
Chamundibette Devikere (17.67%) were the waterbodies in Mysore urban which have 
been shrinking fastly due to Built up expansion and also due to the encroachment of 
Barren land and Vegetation which is situated in the heart of Mysore. Industrial 
development will be the other reason for the fast rate of shrinkage in Mysore urban 
especially towards North west direction. One of the tank in Hinkal totally disappeared 
from its vicinity due to industrialization of this region. The other waterbodies which 

46 Bommenahalli 7.70 5.27 Vegetation 2.43 31.54 
47 Doddamaragowdanahalli 4.31 3.33 Vegetation 0.98 22.77 
48 Gubbe Matti 3.37 3.12 Vegetation 0.25 7.48 
49 Shettanayakanahalli 6.26 5.68 Vegetation 0.58 9.20 
50 Manikyapura 1.35 1.35 No Change 0.00 0.00 
51 Huyilalu Marshy land 10.08 5.21 Vegetation 4.87 48.31 
52 Hampapura 1.15 1.02 Vegetation 0.13 11.33 

53 Doddankanahalli 1 
38.76 22.69 

Wasteland and 
Vegetation 

16.07 41.46 

54  Doddankanahalli 2 0.50 0.42 Vegetation 0.08 15.32 
55 Harohalli 2.35 2.35 No Change 0.00 0.00 
56 Varakodu1 9.61 2.57 Vegetation 7.05 73.27 
57 Varakodu 2 1.37 1.03 Vegetation 0.33 24.48 
58 Varakodu 3 2.33 1.25 Vegetation 1.08 46.24 
59 Lake Devambakere 53.84 51.64 Vegetation 2.20 4.09 
60 Jantagalli1 34.69 34.69 No Change 0.00 0.00 
61 Jantagalli 2 6.36 3.74 Vegetation 2.62 41.15 
62 Madapura 7.05 5.54 Vegetation 1.51 21.40 
63 Koodanahalli 4.14 3.79 Vegetation 0.35 8.41 
64 Madaragalli 8.11 7.19 Vegetation 0.92 11.40 
65 Sindhuvalli 128.99 124.50 Vegetation 4.49 3.48 
66 Pillahalli 36.22 29.78 Vegetation 6.44 17.78 
67 Nachanahalli 1.23 1.08 Builtup 0.15 12.04 
68 Nachanahallipalya 1.83 1.83 Vegetation 0.00 0.00 
69 Sathagalli 0.83 0.48 Builtup 0.34 41.57 
70 Chikkanahalli 0.35 0.25 Vegetation 0.10 28.79 
71 Vijayasripura 2.95 2.77 Vegetation 0.18 6.16 
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are located nearby Industrial areas like Hebbalu and Hinkal are in the future threat of 
shrinkage or disappearance. 
Kukkarahalli kere which is located near to Mysore University campus is facing aerial 
shrinkage due to the construction activity in and the around lake and also of improper 
management. Karanjikere one of most tourist attraction of Mysore city losing its area 
because of the Mysore city expansion. Doddakere which was large Waterbody inside 
Mysore urban have already disappeared without leaving its footprints. 
The largest aerial shrinkage was found interior and towards North west direction. 
Waterbodies in Ajjanahundi (58.73%), Basavannanagudihundi (58.77%) 
Devayyanahundi (57.37%) Kergalli (52.73%) Elwala (42.14%) shows high frequency 
of shrinkage in the region. There are some tanks like Gobi tank,Nagawala, Jantagalli 
1, Harohalli, Mandakalli which remain unchanged during this period. Mysore city 
alone was with more than 50 % of the tanks and three of them, namely, Doddakere, 
Hanchya 1 and Hinkal 2 already got disappeared in the process of urban expansion 
and urban land conversion. As the distance from the CBD increased, the 
encroachment of tank area for building up was gradually decreasing and conversion of 
tank area into Vegetation was greater. It was either the natural growth of plants or 
encroachment of tank area for agriculture.  

14.Conclusion: The change in elevation which has altered the angle of slope and in 
aspect. From the study, it is evident that the process of urbanization, the change in the 
elevation has been detected and is within 10 km distance in and around the CBD of 
Mysore.  Expansion of Built up area and the upcoming Industrial area are the main 
reasons. Out of 190 settlements, the change has been detected only in 67 sample 
points out of which 42 points have been recorded as gain and in 20 points there has 
been a loss in the elevation. The Industrial hub of Hutgalli, Hebbalu and Koorgalli 
which are located in the west of Mysore resulted in the decrease of elevation, and also 
conversion of un-irrigated area in to residential area especially in Elwala. The New 
City development plan of Mysore Nanjungud has its impact on the increase in the 
elevation of some of the places to south of Mysore. Streams have disappeared and lost 
its connectivity wherever the elevation changed. Most of the streams got affected in 
Mysore urban where elevation increased. This is mainly due to bareness as a result 
filling of Vegetative cover transforming to Built up land. Three waterbodies already 
disappeared from the Mysore urban in the course of time, where other Waterbodies 
area already started to shrink due to the urban expansion and change in elevation. 
There is an urgent need to protect and preserve, water resources for future 
generations. These water bodies are precious because they are not only tourist 
attractions but they also act as lifeline to the city as they provide livelihoods to a large 
population, directly or indirectly. Thus, proper management is the need of the hour for 
both maintaining ecological balance as well as sustainability. So proper management 
and planning should be taken to avoid the changes in elevation towards Urban centre 
and towards the Northwest due to industrial conversion of land for residential layout. 
The authorities should take necessary precautions to control the urban expansion in 
future at least protecting in and around 10 km from CBD, as it is the prime cause for 
change in the elevation. Restriction should be imposed for landfilling as it is the main 
reason for increase in the elevation as it is noticed that major stream and waterbodies 
changes happened due to elevation changes by gaining elevation. 
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